RICOCHET FORECAST
How COVID-19 Changes Associations

A NEAR FUTURE COMPLETELY DIFFERENT THAN THE RECENT PAST
Ricochet anticipates that shifting employees to home office environments and strong event virtualization
technologies will bring about lasting changes. The cascading effects on associations will be unprecedented.

Associations will
quickly digitize
in-person content,
forcing more
attention to be
placed on content
paywall and member
gating decisions.

Associations will offer
most events as
virtual-first
experiences
energized by live
professional talent
and video production
and supported
through integrated
sponsorship.

Associations will
convert governance
meetings to
virtual-only formats
with new
approaches that
sustain necessary
issue debate and
networking
activities.

Associations will
repurpose volumes
of COVID-19 public
information for
content marketing
efforts that generate
leads and close sales
for membership,
meetings, and
products.

Associations will
face declining
membership until
the economy
stabilizes and, using
lessons from the last
recession, they will
proactively deploy
aggressive retention
programs.
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Associations will use
new and positive
inter-association
relationships to produce
collaborative member
value, with some
organizations pursuing
formal mergers.

Associations will
renegotiate real estate
contracts to support
fewer in-office
employees, greater
social distancing
floorplans, and
improved web
conferencing abilities.

Associations will
find new direction
and develop fresh
regulatory
positions, practice
standards,
training, and
digital tools.
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Associations will
recast and rebuild
their staff to
support business
innovation and
digitization within
fresh cultures of
collaboration and
testing.

Associations will add
new technology
tools to better
enable their off-site
workers, all
supported by
outsourced IT
management and
cloud solutions.
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About This Study
Ricochet conducted interviews with volunteer leaders and senior staff at
U.S.-based associations to understand how their organizations responded
to early COVID-19 pandemic-related changes during February and
March 2020.
The associations participating in this study ranged from small to large, local
to international, and trade to professional. All organizations experienced
meaningful business disruptions caused by pandemic-related travel
restrictions, work-from-home orders, health protection measures,
commerce limitations, and government financial stimulus offerings.
Quotes in this document have been edited to preserve the anonymity of
the study participants.
Thank you to all that volunteered their time during this busy period and
shared information to help document this snapshot of early industry
response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Your devotion to your members
and the broader association industry will help prepare for the next phase
of COVID-19 response and future disaster recoveries.
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Content Response

“
“

Associations created online COVID-19 resource centers with content
freely available to both members and the public. Those efforts were
typically the first response taken by most associations and
The first thing we did was they served as effective clearinghouses of new industry
create a COVID-19 webpage information and tools. Most organizations also increased
with all content open to the their member email frequency to provide daily updates to
public.”
members, especially during the early weeks of the pandemic.
Associations established fast-turn content review, approval, and publishing
processes to meet information frequency demands.
A small number of organizations also added COVID-19 continuing
education webinars or live interactive webcasts with experts and
front-line participants. Those offerings were open to the
Our organization sent emails
public for free—even COVID-19 continuing education would
to
members
daily—and typically be restricted to members or require payment. None
sometimes twice daily—to of the organizations created COVID-19 online discussion
share the latest news.”
boards for either members or the public.

Ricochet Advice
While associations are pleased with their public COVID-19 web
presence and emails, those channels mostly connected to alreadyengaged members and contacts. Ricochet advises organizations to
establish strategies for member-only and public COVID-19 content
access. Associations should also expand content publishing through
contemporary video and motion channels such as Facebook Live,
Facebook Stories, InstagramTV, Instagram Stories, LinkedIn Live,
and YouTube.
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Event Response

“
“

Faced with governments restricting gatherings size and companies
prohibiting travel, associations quickly made decisive changes to upcoming
in-person events such as continuing education seminars,
We have a meeting in
governance meetings, and annual conferences. For the most
November and we’re not
part, continuing education and governance meetings were
ready to make any decisions
converted to virtual experiences. Annual conferences that
about it yet.”
were scheduled through early summer were either cancelled
or virtualized, with later conference registrations suspended or delayed to
permit more time to consider more significant changes.
Organizations without a strong balance sheet are scrambling to recast
their large meetings as virtual gatherings still worthy of registrations
and sponsorships. While many associations find it simple to
Canceling our spring meeting move a continuing education seminar to a virtual experience,
was an easy decision, but we accomplishing the same for an annual conference is not as easy.
don’t rely on that revenue for Organizations are struggling to balance the safety of their staff
and members, the revenue impact, and the duty to present
operations.”
meaningful research findings.

Ricochet Advice
Associations have little experience producing large and fully-virtual
conferences which are a much greater challenge than broadcasting
a single in-person session. Ricochet advises organizations to engage
and learn from professional digital event production companies
that can manage the technology, presenters, commenters, and
entertainers. Associations should also reimagine virtual conference
sponsorship opportunities to compensate for lost face-to-face
sales opportunities.
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Governance Response

“
“

Before COVID-19, Board meetings with all attendees in attendance
through video were exceptionally rare. Now, associations are expanding
their use of video conferencing for all types of governance
COVID-19 pushed us into our meetings. Technical implementation of the meetings has been
first virtual board meeting relatively straightforward but establishing cultural standards
around participation is proving to be more complex. Managing
after years resistance.”
a webconference with scores of participants that have limited
ability to see conversational cues but still want to contribute in issue
debate creates the need for new procedural norms.

We’ll have to move more
governance meetings to virtual
to save money, at least.”

Association executives widely believe that the recent
success of recent virtual governance meetings makes for
a compelling argument to permanently virtualize at least a
portion of governance activity, especially to reap travel and
entertainment savings.

Ricochet Advice
Associations proved that full board and committee meetings could
be held effectively through video conferences. Ricochet advises
organizations to reap the cost savings of virtual governance by
permanently converting a portion of the annual board and committee
schedule to virtual meetings. However, associations should ensure
that leadership positions retain their networking value by enhancing
virtual governance with social opportunities such as one-on-one
video chat time or virtual cocktail sessions.
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Marketing Response

“
“

Immediately following the COVID-19 outbreak, association CMOs
helped lead internal communications and establish public messaging
points. Marketing teams contributed to COVID-19 content
We pushed lots of emails. The
creation and promotion and assisted with web publishing and
information was constantly email deliveries. Most organizations’ marketing tools already
updating.”
leveraged cloud solutions to create, schedule, and deliver
campaigns so none of the study participants reported marketing troubles
related home office transitions.
Rolling from one emergency to the next, marketing teams worked in a
reactionary mode with little time to plan content or develop marketing
strategies. The urgency of COVID-19 content dissemination left little
time for associations to review engagement performance
Our COVID-19 web page is metrics. Running blind, marketers used instincts to select
fantastic and we promote it audiences and establish message hierarchy. Web and email
were the most popular channels and social media was
through social media.”
generally a channel of linked web content.

Ricochet Advice
Associations are creating volumes of new content at a rapid pace,
but little of this content supports lead generation. Ricochet advises
organizations to incorporate multimedia COVID-19 content into
thoughtful content marketing campaigns that build relationships and
convert into memberships or product sales. Associations should also
increase their promotional investments in search engine marketing
and social advertising at this time when audiences are especially
engaged online.
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Membership Response

“
“

When COVID-19 restrictions were implemented in the U.S., many
associations were deep into their membership billing and renewal activity.
These organizations anticipate lower renewals as their members are less
Thank goodness our dues likely to have access to mailed invoices sent to offices or to
pay dues while faced with economic uncertainty.
collections begin in the fall.”
While associations with renewals later in the year are taking a wait-and-see
approach, associations with significant pending dues renewals are
deploying some combination of a handful of membership
We are already seeing lower
retention techniques including extended grace periods,
renewal numbers and we’re
automatic membership extensions, dues hardship discounts
watching it closely.”
or waiver applications, and installment payments.

Ricochet Advice
The commonly-accepted rule of thumb is that it is five times more
cost-effective to retain a member than to recruit one. Ricochet
advises associations to adopt a membership lifetime value perspective
and expect that 2020 will require increased renewal investments and
discounts. Organizations seeing soft renewal performance should
aggressively deploy targeted dues hardship discounts and installment
payment options. Associations should also evaluate their “digital-only”
membership tiers with consideration for an era when digital-only no
longer represents lower value.
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Mission Response

“

Many organizations either will or are planning to cancel their advocacyon-the-hill events with the expectation that COVID-19 restrictions on
gatherings and unavailable politicians will make efforts futile this year. While
some have started organizing efforts to protect government
We changed all our day-onfunding for existing programs, none of the associations in this
the-hill activity into email and study reasonably expected to pursue lobbying efforts for new
social media activity.
programs or changes unrelated to COVID-19.
Associations have yet to begin contemplating changes to their strategic
positions or the development of significantly new products. Organizations
are still collecting COVID-19 information from government or
health sources and adding their industry-related expert perspective
and guidance.

Ricochet Advice
COVID-19 reaffirmed associations’ value as trusted industry
information hubs. Ricochet advises organizations to galvanize their
professions around standards that protect members and the public
health and establish new and relevant regulatory advocacy positions.
Associations should begin COVID-19 training and certification
programs and start concepting fresh digital tools and data that will
be in demand in the post-COVID-19 world.
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Partnerships Response

“

Many competing associations serving similar professions put aside
rivalries to collaborate on COVID-19 information collection and
dissemination. These organizations shared both content creation
duties and their distribution channels. The pandemic required
COVID-19 made some strange organizations to quickly establish trusting relationships for the
bedfellows. We shared each good of member and public health and security. Already, top
other’s information to get the staff are commenting on the benefits of the partnership and the
best information out.”
potential for longer-term collaboration.

“

Some leaders are also wondering if this new-found trust could evolve
into greater integration and less competition among similar associations.
In recent decades, small specialty organizations have blossomed, but
Our Executive Director was many do not have deep financial reserves. Some larger
on the phone every day with organizations are starting to see opportunities to provide
financial support through friendly acquisitions.
other associations.”

Ricochet Advice
COVID-19 exposed the financial weakness of many associations that
rely on annual conference fees to fund the organization operating
budget. Ricochet advises organizations with limited financial
options to consider co-conference association partnerships and
to contemplate consolidations. Large organizations can contribute
financial resources, technical capabilities, and societal influence.
Smaller organizations can offer membership growth, sharp
understanding of member needs, and innovative staff experienced
in quick problem-solving.
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Real Estate Response

“
“

Associations are now nearly entirely work-from-home across the
country. In most cases, Executive Directors made the decisions regarding
work-from-home practices with little Board input. Sufficient technology
What is all this rent for? Do I architecture and infrastructure permitted all associations to
make the changes without much operational interruption.
really need an office?”
Many associations have not contemplated the implications of unplanned
and prolonged work-from-home orders on the physical security of
their hard assets, the protection of their human resources and financial
We still need meeting space, paper records, or the preservation of their hard archives.
but maybe we don’t need as Organizations are relying on office building security with little
coordination for their unique needs.
many cubicles.”

Ricochet Advice
One of most associations’ top expenses is real estate and many
organizations rent significant square footage in high-rent, urban
markets. Ricochet advises organizations to examine their office
footprint and evaluate alternatives that reduce or eliminate space
altogether—even if that requires terminating long-term leases.
Associations should consider smaller footprint co-working spaces
or pursue space at locations donated by corporate members that
have extra square footage in the post-pandemic world.
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Talent Response

“
“

Few associations participating in this report have executed meaningful
staff reductions through terminations, lay-offs, or furloughs. Most
We don’t see any need for organizations report that they do not expect to reduce staff as
staff reductions. We think demand for labor-intensive, curated COVID-19 content plus
digital repurposing of in-person events require all their effort.
we’re OK.”
Still, executives explain that the expectation of staff is that they adjust
quickly to the work-from-home environment and that they are able to
use the new tools to collaborate and ideate efficiently and effectively.
Some leaders see COVID-19 as an opportunity to transition
Staff are rising to the challenge
out already-known underperformers or employees that
and showing hidden skills. I’m manage traditional functions that will not be relevant in
very pleased with them.”
a post-pandemic world.

Ricochet Advice
Associations are notoriously resistant to staff reorganizations.
Ricochet advises organizations to leverage this time of change to
overcome political barriers and accelerate slow-moving initiatives.
Association CEOs and Executive Directors should especially evaluate
their leadership team members to ensure they have the ability to lead
transformation in a COVID-19 environment. Those leaders must
collaborate across the organization, guide new technology-intense
projects, and refresh their team’s skills, all while building morale.
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Technology Response

“
“
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In recent years, most associations transitioned to cloud-based technology
solutions, with many reporting completion of final tasks as late as Q4
Everybody was part of the IT 2019. In many cases, executives commented that remote
cloud solutions allowed their staff to continue operations
help desk for a while.”
from staff homes in a way that would have been impossible
even 12 months earlier. Associations are breathing a sigh of relief—they
feel that they dodged disaster by investing in remote-hosted solutions.
These cloud-based infrastructure changes allowed associations
to transition staff to work-from-home quickly and easily, with
only minor inconveniences reported in areas such as
All our work moving to the VPN management, laptop and video camera hardware
cloud paid off in just one day.” procurement, and video conferencing software user licensing.

Ricochet Advice
Associations need to build new technologies to support permanently
mobile staff, digital event production, and virtual governance.
Ricochet advises organizations to begin comprehensive technology
stack audits and reviews of their data protection standards for
a work-from-home world. Privacy-minded associations should
consider prohibiting personal device use for association business.
Additionally, associations with in-house IT Help Desk staff will find
it harder to manage the varied technical needs and environments of
remote workers and should consider outsourcing IT support.
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Thank You
Thank you to the association leaders and executives that provided their valuable observations and insights for
this report. You and the thousands of association members, staff, and volunteers are what make organizations a
powerful resource for members and society.
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About Ricochet
Believe in the promise of transformation.
Ricochet understands that renewing products, processes, and technology
is a never-ending cycle in the life of an organization. We inspire your team
through our partnered approach to business transformation and build
their confidence to meet your challenges.
Ricochet develops new marketing and membership strategies empowered
by new technology, new processes, new analytics, and a new culture of trial
and experimentation. We mentor through implementation to teach new
methods and inspire staff.
Ricochet helps you believe.

About Chris Gloede
Chris Gloede is the Chief Consultant for Ricochet Advisory Services,
a consultancy serving professional associations. Most recently, Chris
was the first Chief Marketing Officer at the American Bar Association,
where he led a turnaround of its membership experience and marketing
practices. As a result, the ABA reached the highest membership count in
its 137-year history
Chris brings over 20 years of experience in strategic analysis, process
improvement and marketing communications, all honed in corporate,
non-profit, and entrepreneurial environments. For more than a decade,
Chris worked in the world’s largest advertising agencies, building digital
capabilities and delivering ground-breaking solutions for global brands.
Today Chris consults to associations to help them transform core
marketing and membership activities. Providing leadership on updates
to technology, data, promotions, operations, and culture, Chris works
hand-in-hand to inspire staff and achieve change.
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